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The most watched
vice presidential
debate ever was on
Thursday, October 2nd
2008. Almost 70 mil-
lion people eagerly
waited to see how Joe
Biden and Sarah Palin
would fare against one
another. Joe Biden has
served in the Senate
for decades and Sarah
Palin is the governor
of Alaska. There was a
great deal of hype and anticipa-
tion for the two candidates. 

Biden is an experienced and
seasoned politician and Palin is
still gaining substantial experi-
ence in politics. She has recently
stumbled in interviews and dis-
played a lack of knowledge in
some important areas. Biden is
known as the “scrappy kid” from
Scranton, PA who resides in
Delaware. He has a reputation for
being opinionated and sometimes
loud-mouthed. As for Govenor
Palin, until a month and a half
ago, no one knew of the hockey
mom from Alaska. Her folksy
charm and Tina Fey glasses have
captured America's curiosity.

Neither candidate landed any
punches. It was clear Palin had
been well-coached and prepared
for the debate. Biden appeared
calm and composed and had a
Joker-like smile when attacked
by Palin. The issues discussed
were health care, the economy,

and the war in Iraq. Biden
worked at attacking McCain and
his record, instead of Palin, while
Palin managed to hold her own
with some “darn rights” and “you
betchas” inserted in.

Probably the most memo-
rable moment was when Biden
talked about his family and got
choked up when mentioning his
deceased wife and children. The
candidates pulled off the first and
only debate while media outlets
worked feverishly to dissect and
analyze the debate, and ponder:
who was the winner? Some felt
Palin won. Others felt that while
she did better than expected, she
came off as rehearsed and Biden
seemed to have more of the facts,
was more qualified to run, and
was the winner. Either way, it was
historic and watched by many. 

The next presidential debate
is scheduled to be held at
Belmont University in Nashville,
TN on October 7th in a town
meeting style format.

Opinion: Vice Presidential
Debate 

Winner Still Unclear
By GINA MERLINO

Staff Writer

Student Activist Club 
Co-Sponsors Montgomery

County Walk-a-thon

The Student Activist Club
will participate in the 4th annual
Walk-a-thon for the Women's
Center of Montgomery County
called “Unmask the Abuse”. It
will take place on Saturday
October 11th, 2008 from 10:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m., at
Montgomery County Community
College (the Blue Bell Campus)
on the Athletic Field in Blue Bell,
Pennsylvania. The Women's
Center of Montgomery County
serves more than 4,000 victims of
domestic abuse each year, pro-
viding them with counseling,
legal advocacy, and court accom-
paniment. The Center also pro-
vides community education pro-
grams that help to spread the
word of what domestic violence
is and how it can be stopped.

Domestic Violence is the
number 1 leading cause of injury
to women. As of now 5.3 million
women are abused each year.
From that 1,232 women are killed
each year by an intimate partner.
In the state of Pennsylvania
alone, since June 22 of this year,

there have been 17 PA counties
that have experienced 18 domes-
tic violence incidents that have
resulted in deaths of women and
children alike. 

The Walk-a-Thon allows stu-
dents and anyone who wants to
participate in an event that serves
a specific purpose in helping oth-
ers. Last year they practically
beat there goal at raising 14,000
dollars. There goal for this year is
$25,000. All proceeds go to help-
ing the Women's Center in fund-
ing their programs that in return
help families in need. 

The Student Activist Club
meets every Sunday night at 7:00
pm in the third floor Knight Hall
Lounge. The club is always look-
ing for new members as well as
new innovative ways to give
back. If you would like to partic-
ipate in this event, contact
Alyshia Newhart via email at:
anewhart@arcadia.edu  and for
more information about the
Women's Center of Montgomery
County visit www.wcmontco.org

By JESSICA BROWN
Contributor

In one of my classes this
semester, my professor likes to
give little bits of news informa-
tion he hears and reads them
aloud at the beginning of class.
On September 9th, his particular
information was very intriguing.
The news information was about
the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC). From what I have
gathered from news articles
and the LHC's official web-
site, the LHC is being
developed by the European
Organization for Nuclear
Research known as CERN,
located in Geneva,
Switzerland. It is a very
large particle accelerator
that spans the border
between Switzerland and
France about 100m underground
in a circular tunnel about 27 kilo-
meters in circumference.

The LHC's main purpose is
to advance scientific understand-
ing of the universe by essentially
recreating the Big Bang.
Scientists working on the project
plan to accelerate protons, lead
ions, and have them collide into
each other (approximately 30
million collisions per second) in
order to release energy.
Hopefully, this will lead to a new
era in the study of particle
physics that will enable scientists
to explain the mysteries behind
mass, gravity, and dark matter.

Concerns arose when people
began to fear that the LHC could
cause earthquakes or miniature
black holes that could potentially
grow and destroy the world.
According to an article in the
Time Magazine, there are even
two lawsuits against the project's
development. In one lawsuit from
Europe, a German chemist
argued that “such a scenario
would violate the right to life of
European citizens.” Another law-
suit presented to a court in
Honolulu, Hawaii, has tried to

force the withdrawal of United
States involvement. 

Scientists and engineers
behind the LHC say there is no
basis for any concern. Sandra
Berry, an adjunct Physics profes-
sor at Arcadia University, affirms
that there hasn't even been an
actual confirmed discovery of a
black hole in space. 

The machine was turned on
as scheduled on September 10th
and the LHC's first beam ran
through the entire circumference
of the machine without incident. 

But then again, there were a
few events in recent history that
were supposed to end the world.
Remember 6/6/06? I believe John
Stewart on the Daily Show
summed that up the best by say-
ing, “It's 6-06-2006. You think
God's gonna send the four horse-
men based on a typo?” Before
that was the year 2000 scare,
where all the computers in the
world were going to shut down
and nuclear missiles would ran-
domly launch around the world. 

I definitely think research
and studies with the LHC should
continue for two reasons. The
first is that I choose to believe the
physicists over the media in
regards to the possibility of a
black hole destroying the world.
The other reason is that I feel this
research can be used in to
advance and revolutionize tech-
nology in ways none of us have
ever thought of. As Arcadia
University Physics professor
Stephen Huber said, “When

you're at the forefront of research,
you don't know what you'll dis-
cover.” 

If there was a reasonable risk
of cataclysmic damage logically
presented by a field specialist, I
would definitely be against the
LHC. But there isn't. I honestly
have no idea how solving the
mysteries of the universe will

help mankind in any way, but
then again, even the laser was
an answer waiting for a ques-
tion when it was first invent-
ed.

Regardless, the LHC was
recently shut down. On
Saturday, September 20th, a
large helium leak was discov-
ered in one of the tunnel's sec-
tors believed to have been
caused by a faulty connection
between two of the LHC's

magnets. According to an
eFluxMedia news article, it will
take a few months to heat the area
to a temperature that humans can
survive (because the area being
evaluated is chilled below -450
degrees Fahrenheit), fully evalu-
ate the problem and replace the
magnets, and then cool the area
again. Also, the machine takes a
lot of precious energy that the
area needs in the winter, so the
LHC will not be reactivated again
until the beginning of spring in
2009.

It's bad enough so many peo-
ple believe the hype without real
malfunctions within the machine
to report. It would be a real
shame if such an expensive proj-
ect with so much untapped
research potential were shut
down because of the unreason-
able fear of a phenomenon that
has yet to be proven in the entire
known universe. For this infor-
mation and more, visit CERN's
official website at <http://pub-
lic.web.cern.ch/public/> or the
LHC's official website at
< h t t p : / / l h c - m a c h i n e -
o u t r e a c h . w e b . c e r n . c h / l h c -
machine-outreach/>.

By BRANDON HAZE
Contributor

Today's Featured Doomsday: LHC
Black Hole

Political Preview:
All you need to sound informed about the world of politics

In this installment of
Political Preview I have decided
to make a bold claim. John
McCain will not be our next pres-
ident. And yes, by extension that
will make Barack Obama the new
number one in the Oval Office.
Before all seven members of the
Republican Club kick down my
door, let me explain my reason-
ing. I'm a pessimist to begin with,
so me even saying that this will
come true is out of the ordinary,
but I have a good reason.

McCain does not excite the
Republican base, plain and sim-
ple. Getting Republican sto sup-
port McCain has been like trying
to drag kids to Grandma and
Grandpa's house. The weird thing
is that both McCain and Grandpa
tell old war stories.

But then came Sarah Palin
here to save the day. Descending

from the Alaska with a dog sled
full of strong Christian values,
guns, and lipstick- all the things
John McCain lacks- for an instant
it almost seemed like they could
make this a close race. But then
we Americans really got to meet
Sarah Palin. We quickly learned
that, well yes, she is a
Washington outsider, but in the
process we also discovered that
Alaska might be a little too far
out there. Things like major poli-
cy decisions by the current
administration (Bush Doctrine)
and specific decisions made by
your running-mate (John
McCain) tend to be important to
know when those pesky journal-
ists come around. Plus it seemed
the public realized that it was a
pretty poor attempt to steal disaf-
fected Hillary Clinton voters
from Obama.

Since the beginning of
October it has really started look-

ing grim for the McCain-Palin
ticket. CNN shows Obama hold-
ing a four-point lead in Florida,
an eight-point lead in Ohio, and a,
wait for it, fifteen-point lead in
Pennsylvania. Now I'm only an
amateur political analyst, but I
don't think even Rush Limbaugh
can save him now, but then again
he probably has enough happy
pills to make him forget about the
whole thing anyway.

So I'm sorry, but I'm calling
this one for Obama. If I'm wrong,
I will personally apologize on
this column, heck I'll even eat my
own words, literally. That's right,
you read it hear, I will personally
eat a copy of this column if
McCain wins. So if this upset of
upsets occurs, at least I can offer
you Obama supporters a consola-
tion prize- and for those rooting
for McCain, it'll be some
(extremely unlikely) icing on the
cake.

By TYLER PECKHAM
Editor-in-Chief
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